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Summary: As a matter of course American whaling voyages to the north and south Atlantic
between 1769 and the early 20th century involved the ports of a number of island groups directly
in their business relations. Transshipping of oil, trading for foodstuffs, the repair of damaged
vessels and the need for consular services were several ways that Americans relied upon the
island ports of Bridgetown, Barbados; Fayal in the Azores; Porto Praya in the Cape Verde
islands and several other locations in these island groups. The labor intensive nature of the
industry combined with the desire of the managing agents of the vessels to keep labor costs
low encouraged the shipping of seamen at the Azores, the Cape Verde Islands and the islands of
the West Indies. Many of these sailors relocated permanently to New England and eventually
brought their families with them. Likewise, many of these sailors found themselves ashore on
other Atlantic islands due to illness or desertion. The interaction between these island groups
brought about by the American whale fishery resulted in a network of cross-cultural relations,
stimulated economies and initiated substantive changes in established lifestyles as some of the
island peoples came to adapt whaling practices to their own environments and needs.
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Sumário: Entre 1769 e começos do século XX, as viagens realizadas pelos navios baleeiros
americanos, envolviam normalmente os portos de alguns arquipélagos nas suas transacções.
O transbordo de óleo, o refresco e aguada, a reparação de avarias dos navios e a necessidade
de utilização dos serviços consulares, contavam-se entre as diversas necessidades que explicavam o apoio de portos insulares como Barbados, o porto do Faial nos Açores, o porto da
Praia nas ilhas de Cabo Verde e muitos outros nestes arquipélagos. A utilização de mão-de-obra
intensiva na indústria baleeira, conjuntamente com o desejo dos armadores em controlar os
custos de mão-de-obra estimulava o embarque de marinheiros nos Açores, em Cabo Verde e nas
Antilhas. Boa parte destes marinheiros, passaram a residir na Nova Inglaterra e, algumas vezes,
trouxeram as famílias. De modo análogo, muitos destes marinheiros acabaram por desembarcar
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noutras ilhas do Atlântico por motivo de doença ou por desertarem. O intercâmbio estabelecido entre arquipélagos, realizado no âmbito da actividade baleeira, teve como consequência
a formação de uma teia de relações inter-culturais, estimulou a economia e deu lugar a alterações substanciais na sua maneira de estar, na medida em que algumas comunidades insulares
adaptaram os processos da baleação às suas próprias condições locais e necessidades.
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The islands and their significance
Islands loom large in whaling history.
Some are important because their
inhabitants either hunt whales now or
used to hunt whales, others, because
whalers from afar cruised to their waters in search of quarry. Still others are
important because the ports at those
islands facilitated the business of
the trade and the maintenance of the
ocean-going vessels and their crews
during the voyage and in the process
of the hunt. Throughout the nineteenth century and continuing into the
early twentieth century, several island
groups of the Atlantic functioned in a
cross-cultural interplay that combined
all of these features, and their geography and geographic locales contributed significantly to their history
in relationship to whaling.

In the North Atlantic three island
groups in particular, the Azores, the
Cape Verde Islands and the West
Indian Antilles including Barbados,
Dominica and the Grenadines were
utilized by whaling vessels as part
of a distinct pattern of cruising. As a
direct result of that influence some of
these islands adapted whaling to their
own local environment and developed whaling cultures of their own.
Others never did but all of the people concerned, including the Americans who brought the dynamic forces
in the first place, were significantly
changed by the experience.
As these three island groups proved
of great service to American vessels,
and as their peoples came into frequent contact with the world-faring
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whalemen, the changes that took
place had ramifications lasting into
the 21st century. Among such changes
that such cross-cultural influence
fostered were the large-scale immigration of families and individuals of
the 20th century, the adoption whaling
as a community phenomenon, integrated food ways and architectural
styles (particularly in Fayal where
the houses resemble those of New
Bedford), artworks (particularly
Azorean scrimshaw), boatbuilding
and metalwork and the islands of the
Azores and to a lesser extent Bequia
in the Caribbean adapted American
styles of whalecraft manufacture to
their own whaling style.
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The Azores and the island of Bequia
in the Grenadines are two island
groups that developed distinct whaling cultures. As far as the Portuguese
Azoreans were concerned, this was
no great cultural leap. Western Europeans had been whaling for centuries,
and the Azores, straddling the shipping lanes of the North Atlantic, were
familiar with whaling and may have
even engaged in shore whaling in
the 18th century (Clark, 1954). Naturally, given their surrounding ocean
ecosystem frequent interactions with
commercial whaling fleets, the Azoreans developed their own whaling
culture.

In this scene by the Azorean whaling artist Manuel Joaquim Madruga a small fleet of six whaleboats
manned by seven men each in the fashion of the Azorean tradition is shown going on to a pod of sperm
whales off the isle of Pico. While the boats are modeled after the traditional Yankee double-ended
whaleboat, the sailing rig and the additional seventh man identify this scene as unique to the islands. Oil on
panel, 10 × 15 inches, ca. 20th century. NBWM#2001.100.4878.
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Geographically, these are high volcanic islands. They sit just to the eastward of the crest of the mid-Atlantic ridge, right in the middle of very
deep water full of fish and squid with
hundreds of square miles of Sargasso
weed far out to the westward and
strong currents flowing all around the
islands – prime sperm whale habitat.
Similar deep ocean habitats around
New Zealand, the Galapagos and the
coast of Japan also held large populations of sperm whales. With their distinct cone shapes the Azores are still
hot spots on the mid-Atlantic ridge
but over the centuries, since their first
settlement in the 1460s, have proved
themselves a habitable landmass with
fertile soil and good productivity of
foodstuffs and grapes. Wine was a
chief export of the islands.
The convenient location of the Azores
certainly enabled American whaling to
expand throughout the North Atlantic
and into the waters around the globe
but they also nurtured their own breed
of whalemen – shoreside whalemen,
who, in the wake of a hundred years
of American whaling influence,
began their own technique of hunting
sperm whales in the deep waters close
by. Sperm whales were visible from
shore, where the islanders would put
off in small boats, whenever the animals were sighted from their cliff-top
lookouts. The Azores, however, as
far as American Atlantic voyages are

concerned functioned within a much
larger cruising pattern that included
several other island groups including
the West Indies.
Two particular islands in the Caribbean
served the American whaling fleet
as frequent ports of call as vessels
cruised for sperm whales, humpback
whales and pilot whales in the North
Atlantic. Dominica with the port of
Roseau and the harbor at Prince
Rupert’s Bay (where there was a very
good source of fresh water) was commonly visited. Its importance to mariners on long cruises was as a source
for firewood, fresh water and fresh
food as “all kinds of vegetables grow
there in profusion” and the location
of the island allowed for an easy
passage to the west for vessels sailing to other parts of the West Indies
(Jefferys, 1798). Jefferys described
exactly why these islands were so
important to merchant trade: “The
islands we have just described form
among the Caribbees an Archipelago
possessed wholly by the English
without the interruption of the settlements of any other nation; but to the
North of Barbados begin the French
Islands in the middle of which we
find Dominica, the third of the neutral
isles, which fell into the possession
of the English at the last peace.” The
second neutral island was St. Vincent
which came to become an important
cultural enclave for American whal-
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ing techniques as adopted by the
islands’ inhabitants at the end of
the 19th century. This neutral status
explains why so many American
vessels used Dominica, Barbados and
St. Vincent in particular.
Barbados, thee easternmost of the
Windward Islands, conveniently
served the needs of the American
whaling fleet in both the North and
South Atlantic. Bridgetown, the main
port of Barbados, serviced many of
the business needs of the whaling
vessels that used the port including
consular services, ship chandlery and
brokerage services and specialized
navigational hardware services like
clock and watch repair. The famous
restaurant and saloon the Ice House
on the Westbury Road was a favorite
with many visitors to the place. Commission houses, like that of W. P.
Leacock, brokered the boarding of
sailors ashore, the transshipping of
oil, the sale of wood, coal, and bulk
foodstuffs such as flour and sugar as
well as lightering and cartage. Barbados Business & General Directory of
1887 lists Leacock and J. F. Browne
as operating from an address on
Lower Broad Street in Bridgetown.
Many shipboard personnel were discharged or shipped there.
In Bequia a whaling culture developed as a result of American influence as well, particularly vessels sailing from Provincetown. Sometime in
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the 1860s an unidentified Provincetown whaling schooner added a man
named William T. “Old Bill” Wallace
to its crew from one of the Grenadine Islands. Wallace was the son
of a Scottish property manager who
had come to the island of Bequia in
the 1830s. Maybe it was the constant
passage of American whaling vessels
over the ensuing decades as well as
the regular appearance of migrating
whales off the coast of Bequia that
inspired “Old Bill” to pursue whaling
as a for-profit venture. Maybe it was
the day in March of 1866 when three
Provincetown schooners anchored in
Bequia at Friendship Bay and commenced hunting, killing and cuttingin humpback whales (Logbook of the
J. Taylor, 1866-67). Whatever inspired
him, the action on his own doorstep
must have been sufficient to convince
him to decide to pursue whaling as a
livelihood. While his venture never
really made him a fortune, his shorebased whaling activities between
1880 and 1925 at Friendship Bay
prospered, eventually becoming part
of the culture of the island.
That culture remains today as Bequia
islanders in their open whaleboats
hunt humpback whales for food as
their allotted aboriginal whaling privilege by the International Whaling
Commission. Bequia also stands today
as the last vestige of American-style
whaling in the world.
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This painting entitled “Butchering the Whale, Bequia, West Indies” shows a subsistence whaling station
at around 1978 on the small island of Petit Nevis with Friendship Bay and Bequia Island proper in the
background. Note the two Yankee style whaleboats in the water at right behind the whale. A visiting
whaling enthusiast, Sam McDowell painted this picture from life in 1978 and it was made into a postcard.
Private Collection..

In Barbados, Dominica and the Cape
Verde Islands, the people never really
developed a whaling culture of their
own. Cape Verdeans participated
aggressively in American whaling
activities throughout the 19th century
but Barbados and Dominica only really served in a service capacity. That
service capacity, however, resulted in
Dominicans and other islanders from
the Lesser Antilles serving on whaling vessels in much the same way
that Polynesian islanders did in the
Pacific whale fisheries. They were
often hired seasonally staying with
the vessel only until their cruises
were over at which point they were
discharged and sent home.

It is no surprise then that West Indians are largely absent from the crew
lists of American vessels before
1875. After 1875, more or less, the
entire makeup of the New England
whaling fleet changed. Fully outfitted
sperm whaling voyages to the Pacific
and Indian Oceans were no longer
economically viable. The old hunting
grounds of the Atlantic kept the
shrinking fleet in business and that
meant frequent shipments of oil back
to New Bedford and Provincetown.
Barbados, Dominica and St. Eustatius became increasingly important
ports of call to transship oil. They also
became important places to obtain
crew members. One ex-New Bedford
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Crewman Feddy Lundy, along with several other men, was hired onboard the brig Daisy of New Bedford
while the vessel lay at Dominica in 1911. The photograph was taken by Robert Cushman Murphy, an
ornithologist from the American Museum of Natural History who sailed as a guest on the Daisy to observe
birds in the Southern Ocean around South Georgia.

whaleman, Ernest Johnson, recalled
that while onboard of the schooner
A. M. Nicholson in 1917 the captain,
John T. Gonsalves sailed straight to
Roseau, Dominica where he planned
to hire a crew. Johnson noted that,
“You left New Bedford with a skeleton crew. You could get them cheaper
down there than you could in New
Bedford” (Vosburgh, n.d.). Masters
of voyages from Provincetown, Mas-

sachusetts voyages acted much the
same, but from an earlier date. The
Whalemen’s Shipping List and Merchants’ Transcript for December 17,
1844 makes note of the rise of Provincetown as an Atlantic whaling port:
This enterprising and successful whaling
port, seems to be going ahead in the
Atlantic whale fishery. The first vessel
fitted out of that port on a whaling voyage,
of which we have any knowledge, was the
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bark Imogene, Capt. Atkins, which sailed
in April, 1835, and after a cruise in the
Atlantic of 7 months returned with 435
bbls. of sperm oil. She sailed again in
May, 1836, and returned in 5 months, with
560 bbls. Sperm oil. These successes gave
an impetus to the business; and the enterprising people of that town have gradually
increased the number of their whalers,
until, at the present time they number 2
barks, 7 brigs and 9 schooners, – in all
18 vessels… and we learn that several
others are now building and about to be
purchased, to be employed in the whale
fishery from that port.

The schooner Agate of Provincetown,
James Atkins, master, for example, on
February 8, 1869, “got underweigh at
9 AM with a fresh breeze from the SW
with a crew of 9 men all told bound
to the West Indies after a crew”
(Logbook of the Agate, 1869-70).
After leaving Provincetown, Atkins
sailed immediately for Prince Rupert’s
Bay at Dominica where another whaling schooner, the Carrie W. Clarke
also of Provincetown was already at
anchor.
While no mention is made in Agate’s
logbooks of whether or not any crew
members were added to the Agate’s
crew, for the next month the schooner
hopped from island to island casually putting in for wood and water,
anchoring and working at painting
the vessel, rigging spars, preparing
whalecraft like harpoons, lances and
other tools, and generally getting the

vessel ready for whaling. Six other
whaling brigs and schooners all from
Provincetown were spoken at the
various bays of the Lesser Antilles
during this time in 1869 all more or
less engaged in the same routine. As
opportunity arose, the Agate lowered
for “whales” and blackfish. Whenever sperm whales were encountered
they were identified as such in the
logbook. Presumably these were another species, probably humpback
whales as “cows and calves” were
encountered on several occasions and
such familial relationships are common with humpbacks in the coastal
waters of the islands. The Agate and
these other vessels were employing
the specialized whaling technique of
bay-hopping for humpbacks. Their
knowledge of the seasonal migrations
of humpback whales was acquired
over the years from as early as the
1830s and probably much earlier as
Provincetown vessels had been cruising in the region since the 1820s.
This technique was an unusual adaptation for Yankee whalers but one that
by the 1870s had become well established. The vessels would begin to
concentrate at the islands between
February and May (Reeves & Smith,
2002). In typical fashion, in midMarch, the Agate was anchored at
St. George, Grenada. Early in the
morning the vessel would weigh
anchor and cruise for whales. If any
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were sighted, including pilot whales,
commonly known as “blackfish” the
boats would be lowered and any animals captured would be towed back
to the anchorage for processing. This
went on for weeks and several whales
were captured and processed in that
time. Before returning home, the
captain would discharge and pay off
the West Indian crew members. While
some West Indian islanders seem to
have moved freely about the New
England whaling ports, there was
nowhere near the same degree of
movement among their population as
there was among the Cape Verdeans
and Azoreans. What concentrated
movement there is can be seen in
the Seamen’s Registers of the New
Bedford Port Society. Certain New
Bedford whaling agents, especially
James F. Avery, who was born at St.
Eustatius, commonly employed West
Indians in their crews. Benjamin
Cleveland of New Bedford did the
same as did John Cook of Provincetown.
Perhaps the best such example of the
dispersal of personnel while on an
Atlantic whaling voyage is that of the
voyage of the brig Leonora of New
Bedford. She sailed in 1902 ostensibly
on a twelve to eighteen month voyage,
a typical length for an Atlantic voyage
at the time. The voyage ended up
lasting four years and the owners and
investors lost money. What happened
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was that the master, William B. Ellis,
got sick and was left at St. Helena
in March of 1904 two years into the
voyage. He was replaced by another
master, Charles A. Chace. Most of the
crew got sick and were discharged at
St. Helena and many more deserted
the vessel at a variety of ports. All of
the desertions, discharges and shipping new crew members took place
at Fayal, St. Helena, St. Vincent in
the Cape Verde Islands, Barbados,
Dominica and St. Eustatius. In all
sixty-three crew members served on
the Leonora, twice the original compliment of crew with which she sailed
from New Bedford. Significantly,
while the majority of the crew members who sailed from New Bedford
on the Leonora were Azorean and
Cape Verdean, by the end of the
voyage the majority were shipped
in the West Indies, mostly from St.
Eustatius, Dominica and Barbados.
Why this should be the case, that
Azoreans and Cape Verdeans chose
to actually re-locate to New Bedford and the West Indians did not do
so to the same extent is not clear but
the geography of the various islands
could play an important part in the
decisions of their inhabitants to either
stay or go. The motivations of island
emigrants are not easily verified.
The Cape Verde Islands, while convenient to passing vessels, were never
particularly rich in natural resources.
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Throughout much of their history and
importantly, in the early 20th century
were in the midst of a drought. Joe
Ramos, a Cape Verdean who joined
the bark Wanderer in 1921, recalled in
1989: “The country was in bad shape.
No water, no rain, no nothing. That’s
when I decided to get out” (Providence Journal, 1989). An American
whaling master, Samuel Braley, on
board the ship Arab of Fairhaven,
wrote the following description of
the Cape Verde Islands while in port
at the Isle of Sal in 1849:
Of all the places I have ever visited the
Cape Verde Islands seem the most barren.
In sailing around them there is no green
thing to be seen but one continuation of
rugged hills in some places rising into
mountains burnt by the rays of a tropical
sun. I am told that the valleys are fertile
and I should think that they were for there
are plenty of fine oranges to be bought
cheap and some bananas, but in order to
sell them the inhabitants have to deprive
themselves of the comforts of life. The
climate is very unhealthy especially to the
natives. I was told by an American who
had been a resident for 90 days that there
had not been but two days in which there
was no funeral. All the other days there
had been from two to six but mostly children. He says that it is almost impossible
to raise a child and that there are no old
men (Logbook of the Arab, 1849-1852).

Opportunity and a convenient vehicle,
the frequent visiting whaler, enabled
both Cape Verdean and Azorean men

to move about. What eventually happened was that the families of these
men would then also join together
and busy immigration traffic emerged
with regular passages, many by vessels owned by Cape Verdean or Azoreans, between the islands and New
England ports. As the whaling industry wound down in New Bedford and
the frequency of visits lessened accordingly, whaling vessels were converted into packets to help facilitate
trade with the islands. In 1916, for
instance, Captain Luiz Oliveira purchased the bark Bertha from James
F. Avery of New Bedford (originally
from St. Eustatia). An article in a May
1918 New Bedford newspaper gives
the following description:
Some time ago news came from the Cape
Verde Islands that owing to the shortage
of vessels and the few arriving at Cape
Verde ports that merchants at the islands
and African ports were offering big charter money to the small “Brava packets,”
so called, to run to the coast of Africa
and take cargos to northern ports (Old
Dartmouth Historical Society Scrapbook
T-3, p. 43).

One ex-whaleman from the Azores,
Joseph Gomes recalled in 1960 that
Portuguese law forbade any male
native from leaving the Azores before
fulfilling his military obligations. He
remembered blackening his skin with
shoe polish to pass as a West Indian
deckhand (itself a very suggestive
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detail) on the schooner Pedro Varela
and hiding among the water casks
while a government official poked
into the dark recesses with a sword to
check for stowaways. Army service
was a real concern for young Azorean men and evidently something
to be avoided. J. D. Cover, the U. S.
Consul in Fayal wrote in an 1870 dispatch to Washington that “A seaman
who escaped from an American vessel, being a runaway Portuguese boy
– a straggler shore without intention
to desert, was at once seized, put in
jail and held for the army service due
upon draft conscription. I claimed the
man under treaty and he has since
been given up to my charge.” In the
same dispatch, however, three Portuguese sailors who had been involved
in a mutiny upon an American vessel
“were claimed as was accustomed
for the Portuguese army and thus the
Consul’s intervention to send them to
America for trial was disregarded.”
Another, Antone Perry (born Antone
Silveira Pereira), recalled in 1941:
I was born and brought up on my parents
farm in Fayal, Azores but the call of the
sea was in my blood and when I learned a
friend of mine was shipping on the whaler
[Charles W.] Morgan which had come to
Fayal for supplies, I ran away with him
(Sunday Standard-Times, New Bedford,
March 30, 1941).

Perry’s statement recalls many of the
reasons that American farm boys also
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went whaling. “As I listened to his
wonderful tales of seafaring life, my
young imagination was often wrought
up to the highest pitch of excitement
at the idea of exploring the trackless
ocean.” Such was the excuse that
William C. Paddack gave in his 1893
autobiography Life on the Ocean,
or, Thirty Years at Sea (Cambridge,
1893) and many others have made
similar statements. A significant difference is that the Azorean farms
were small, family-operated affairs
and had been for generations. There
was little opportunity for personal
growth, whaleships were frequent
arrivals and joining up was easy,
especially if a friend or family member had already done so. American
whale ships offered the perception of
excitement and the reality of change.
One whaling captain assured the
fellow that he was hiring onboard that
it didn’t matter how much he was to
be paid because “When we land, you
will be in a new country with lots
of jobs” (Sunday Standard Times
(New Bedford, November 10, 1996).
The situation of another Azorean
whaleman, a boatsteerer onboard the
ship South Boston of Fairhaven was
described by his shipmate Samuel
Morgan, who kept a journal while on
the voyage:
“Saturday August 9, 1851. At 5 AM made
the land, Flores, one of the Western Islands.
We have a boatsteerer that belongs there
and the Captain told him he would stop
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and let him see his parents if he wished to.
But he said no for he could not stop more
than an hour or so and his folks would all
be crying and would not want to have him

come away again and he thought it would
be better for them not to know anything
about it” (Logbook of the South Boston,
1851-1854).

Business relations
For outward bound New England
whaling voyages the Azores held
special significance. The archipelago
of the Azores lies 2000 miles due east
of New England in the North Atlantic
and it seems as if these islands were
precisely placed to enable maritime
commerce and whaling. American
vessels from the middle of the 18th
century stopped there frequently as a
port of call and hunted in the immediate vicinity as well. As early as 1769
the brig Dighton of Nantucket, for
instance, cruised for “parmissity” or
spermaceti (sperm) whales around the
Azores with the crew going ashore for
food including grapes, onions, wine
and cabbages. They visited Fayal,
Graciosa, Flores and Corvo obtaining
foodstuffs from each island (Logbook
of the Dighton, 1769).
The Azores are ideally situated on
the southern edge of the Gulf Stream,
about 10 degrees north of the latitude from where the steady northeast
trade winds, so relied upon by mariners, begin to blow. American transAtlantic whalers crossed the flow of
the Gulf Stream, which powerful current “becomes more and more easterly as it advances, till it ceases to be

any longer distinguishable near the
Azores or Western Islands,” using the
prevailing westerly winds to cruise
as far to the eastward as they could
before turning south to where the trade
winds began to blow (Waller, 1820).
Just about at the point where it was
time to turn south, the Azores came
into view. The islands were about a
ten day sail from New Bedford. Packet
ships like the bark Kate Williams of
Boston made regular passages to the
islands in the 1870s. Cynthia O. Ellis,
wife of William B. Ellis, master of the
bark Ohio of New Bedford sailed as a
passenger on board the Kate Williams
in the summer of 1877 to Fayal to
meet her husband and join the vessel
there (Journal of the Kate Williams,
1877-1878). While at the islands she
went horseback riding and shopping,
enjoyed the gardens, complained
about fleas and ate a lot of fruit. The
Ohio then proceeded south towards
the Cape Verde Islands.
A few hundred miles southeast of the
Azores are the Cape Verdes. Many of
the same advantages that the Azores
possessed for mariners the Cape
Verdes had as well. In The Voyage
of Governor Phillip to Botany Bay
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(Dublin, 1790) the following observation made by officers in the Royal
Navy speaks powerfully to the importance of the geography of these island
groups:
“… it was the intention of Governor
Phillip to anchor for about twenty-four
hours in the Bay of Port Praya. The islands
on this side of the Atlantic, seem as if
expressly placed to facilitate the naviga-
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tion to and from the Cape of Good Hope:
by offering to vessels, without any material variation from their course admirable
stations for supply and refreshment. About
latitude 40, north, the Azores; in 33, the
Madeiras; between 29 and 27, the Canaries; and between 18 and 16, the Islands of
Cape Verde, successively offer themselves
to the voyager, affording abundantly every
species of accommodation his circumstances can require” (The Voyage of
Governor Phillip to Botany Bay, 1790).

In this watercolor painting by Benjamin Russell (1804-1885) the whaling bark Ocean Steed, Gilbert
B. Borden, master, is shown cutting in a sperm whale in the Gulf Stream in November of 1869. During this
nineteen-month voyage the Ocean Steed was never far from the Azores and visited the Cape Verde Islands
and Bermuda as well. The captain went ashore five times at several Azorean islands bringing foodstuffs and
new crew members onboard and sending oil back to New Bedford. NBWM #2001.100.4405.
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For American whaling vessels their
importance was doubled as not only
were they excellent ports for refreshment but people were often added to
the crews and any oil taken on the
passage out sent home. Visitors often
describe “bum boats” coming from
shore to offer the trade in fruits and
vegetables.
Whaling masters were under instructions to transship any oil at Fayal that
they may have taken on the outward
passage and so Fayal came to play an
important part in the routine planning
of these voyages. The New Bedford
whaling agent and commission merchant John Avery Parker used formulaic language in his instructions to the
masters of his vessels:
Should you obtain any oil previous to
passing the Islands
you will please land the same in care of
Mr Dabney at Fayal, to be shipped, if to
Boston to my own order, if to New York,
to Messrs Saml Judds Son’s & Co, if to
Phila to Alexr H. Campbell, if to Baltimore
to Thos Whitridge & Co. (John Avery
Parker Letterbook, 1848).

in a position of geographical overlap
where vessels with dissimilar cruising grounds could utilize their services for a variety of different purposes. It is important to note here
that because whaling voyages created
a direct connection between these
islands and the Azores, the Cape Verde
Islands, the West Coast of Africa, the
Coast of Brazil and every island in
between, the peoples of three continents became tied together in a maritime world for which the Windward
Islands came to serve as a cultural
crossroads. The Windward Islands
(Antilles) were often visited on the
homeward passage of vessels cruising the circuit of the Atlantic. Many
examples in the historical record
demonstrate how American whalers
enabled this trans-Atlantic relationship including the following extract
of a letter written by Captain Weston
H. Tripp onboard the brig Kate Cory,
while lying off the Azores, to Alexander Cory, whaling agent of Westport,
Massachusetts in September of 1859:

These were common instructions
as sperm whales were taken in both
the Gulf Stream and the “Western
Grounds” as the waters southwest of
the Azores were known. Barbados
often functioned in much the same
fashion.
Barbados and the other Windward
Islands and the Lesser Antilles were

The whales have been well to the north
of the Western Ground this season and I
have heard of two or three vessels doing
quite well out that way. I shall recruit at
the Western Islands and then cruise along
to the south and be at St. Thomas about
the first of March [1860]… I’ve seen two
or three that refitted at the West Indies
last spring, they say that provisions come
cheap (Cory Papers, 1856).
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Atlantic voyages cruised back and
forth between all of these island
groups as a matter of course and the
logbook of the Kate Cory for this
voyage (ODHS #715) indicates that
Captain Tripp did almost exactly what
he said he would do, whaling around
the Canary Islands before proceeding
into the South Atlantic, then northwest to St. Eustatia to refit.
The bark Pacific of New Bedford
followed a similar pattern while on
a short, eight month cruise between
November of 1867 and July of 1868.
They sailed directly toward the Cape
Verde Islands, then on to the coast of
Brazil before swinging north along
the Leeward Islands to the Bahama
Banks and the Hatteras Grounds
before heading back to New Bedford.
Through hundreds of whaler’s logbooks and journals the description
of these islands, ranking as the first
port of call for so many vessels, often
warranted detailed description. One
example is that of Mark Nickerson,
a sailor from Eaton, New Hampshire
who sailed onboard of the ship Washington of New Bedford in 1840. His
description of the islands is typical:
September the 10 – 1840. We arrived at
Florus and Carvo [sic] after sailing four
weeks in a east south east direction. From
thare [sic] we sailed to Pico and Fyol [sic]
and we got potatoes, pumpkins, apples,
grapes and arranges. Florus and Carvo are
t[w]o thousand five hundred miles from
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New Bedford and Pico and Fyol are three
thousand miles from Bedford (Logbook
of the Washington, 1840-1842).

He then goes on to describe in equal
detail the Cape Verde Islands, Tristan
Da Cunha and St. Helena. Another
journal keeper went into great detail
as he described the various landfalls
that he encountered while on his
voyage. Daniel Avery Baldwin, 3rd
mate onboard the ship Charleston of
New London described the Azores
in 1844:
At daylight we discover the Islands of
Fayal and Pico. Fayal appears to be in
a high state of cultivation on its sloping
table lands. It is uneven and crested with
dark Volcanic rocks which look down
with a gloomy frown on the smiling valleys below. Pico is a volcano and rises
with great regularity so high that its top is
generally above the clouds… The island
of Pico is covered with vineyards dotted
with small, white cottages. We could see
several churches surrounded with clusters
of cottages and the whole surrounding
land covered with dark green vineyards.
At 7 PM the peak roll’d away the veil of
clouds that conceal’d its dark frowning
summit and exposed it to our admiring
gaze covered with the golden rays of the
setting sun which looked like a smile on
the face of Giant Despair.

Baldwin went on to describe Fayal in
equal detail and he noted the quality
of the fruit crops under cultivation,
the wheat harvest and the architecture
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of the town. He noted that “The Harbinger of Boston is lying here. She is
owned by the American Consul [Mr.
Dabney] who is a large land owner
here. He supplies whale ships with
potatoes and vegetables at a large
profit. It is a great resort for whalemen outward bound” (Journal kept on
board the Charleston, 1844-1847).
Another example is that of an unidentified whaleman named “William” onboard the ship Planter of Nantucket,
Isaac B. Hussey, master, in 1847 that
made the isle of Flores after a passage
of twenty days. William describes
how the master went ashore at both
Flores and Corvo for “recruits,” that
is, foodstuffs, like potatoes and onions
after which the Planter set sail for
Fayal. Enroute to Fayal they raised
a sperm whale and killed it making
forty barrels after which “the Captain
shaped the ships course for Fayal,
for the purpose of landing our oil to
be shipped home.” While at Horta,
arranging to have the oil shipped, two
men deserted and “four men all Portuguese” were shipped in their place.
William then goes on to give a detailed description of the island including its latitude and longitude, its total
acreage of 25, 520 acres observing
that “10,000 acres of which are under
cultivation, the soil being remarkably fertile.” He describes the harbor
“situated on the southeast side of the
island” as having “a fine breakwater

which can accommodate a number of
vessels” as well as “good facilities for
repairing vessels calling there in distress” (Memoir of a voyage on board
of the Planter, 1847-1851).
The “fine breakwater” at Horta was
constructed to protect the shipping
anchored there when gales or strong
winds blew from the north east or even
more importantly from the southeast
at which direction the harbor was fully
exposed. William’s account however,
presents an anomaly regarding when
it was actually written. Construction
on the breakwater at Horta was begun
in 1876 so chances are that William
could not have seen it on a voyage in
the 1850s. He may have seen it later
as he indicates in the first paragraph
of his memoir that his life was “spent
upon the ocean.” Whenever it was
that William actually saw the breakwater the published sailing directions
were very clear on the point that the
harbor needed such additional construction:
This anchorage, although perhaps the best
in the Azores, is, notwithstanding, much
exposed both from the North to N. E.
and S. E. to S. W., and winds from those
quarters are often frequent in winter; that
from the S.E. blows right in, and is often
destructive, it is therefore advisable to be
always ready for a start when occasion
requires (Imray, 1852).

In September of 1860 a whaling vessel, the bark Louisa Sears of Edgar-
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town, was anchored in Horta Bay to
land her oil and take on provisions
and while there on this routine bit of
business suffered a catastrophe. The
details of the case were outlined for
the insurance companies by William
H. Taylor, notary and insurance broker of New Bedford and it provides
an excellent synopsis of the potential
hazards of the harbor.
Sept. 5 Procured a chain and anchor from
the shore which was laid out at the south
east, the best bower being to the north west
by which the bark was brought to ride, in
conformity to the rules of the port.
Sept. 7 Came in with a strong gale from
the north east. The larboard anchor was
let go and everything was made as secure
as possible, but at 10 AM the starboard
chain parting, the ship swung to the south
east anchor; being thus brought near to
the rocks and tacking on to them. It was
deemed prudent for the safety of the
lives onboard to bring the crew ashore.
At 1:30 the chain parted, and the bark
swung round, heading for the shore. The
master immediately procured a number of
men who took him off in a boat, but after
boarding her he had scarcely time to save
the chronometer and a few other things
and she went on the rocks in five minutes after he left her. Shortly after striking
she swung round broadside on, and her
chains being entangled around some
rocks, she drifted astern until she reached
the beach, full of water. Soon afterward,
two seamen swam to the bark, and by their
bold exertions, a rope was passed to the
shore, which enabled others to go onboard
and proceed with the work of saving the
property (Account book of William H.
Taylor, 1859-1863).
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Nor surprisingly considering the
location of the islands in the middle
of the Atlantic whaling passage, many
examples of service to vessels in
distress demonstrate the importance
of Horta as a safe haven. One typical
example is that of the ship Lewis of
New Bedford that put into Horta in
August of 1857 after sustaining heavy
damage in a gale about 10 miles north
of Fayal. The damage to the vessel
described in the insurance abstract
was taken almost exactly from the
ships’ logbook, one of the primary
purposes that ships’ logs are kept:
… the bowsprit was carried away about
six feet outside the knightheads… the
foremast broke off just below the foretrusses… and lost three jibs and two
topgallant sails, main royal and all the
gear attached to the topgallant masts and
bowsprit… (Account Book of William W.
Crapo, 1857-1860).

After the gale had abated, the Lewis,
described by her master George F.
Neal as a “complete wreck”, “bore
up for Fayal to repair, etc.” While
in port the vessel was surveyed and
they found the bowsprit broken two
feet from the bow, the jib and flying
jib gone with all of their rigging,
the foremast broken, main topmast
sprung, the topgallant masts and royal
masts completely gone along with
all of their sails and rigging. For the
next thirteen days the crew labored to
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repair the vessel using materials presumably supplied by John P. Dabney,
the son of Charles W. Dabney, the
American consul of the port. John P.
Dabney was credited in the insurance
abstracts with the bulk of materials
supplied for repairing the Lewis for
which he received over $1500.00
That such material as sails, rigging
and yards could be so readily obtained
suggests that such occurrences were
common. In a letter to his father, John
P. Dabney described the storm as a
“dreadful calamity” with immense
damage done to the crops of the
island (Dabney, 1897). After leaving
the island, George F. Neil, master of
the Lewis records in his journal on
September 20 that “I find two more
men than I bargained for,” meaning

that two men had stowed away
onboard of the Lewis. Neil did not
return them to shore which underscores one peculiarity relating to vessels touching at the Azores (Logbook
of the Lewis, 1857-1860). The islands
provided American vessels with personnel, whether they wanted them
or not. Robert Clarke in his 1954
Discovery Reports article entitled
“Open Boat Whaling in the Azores”
observed that by the mid-1850s
“Azores whalemen were established
as part of the sperm whaling scene,”
and that the value of Azorean personnel to whaling vessels was “not so
much as seamen, but as look-outs,
boatmen and harpooners – properly,
that is, as whalemen” (Clark, 1954).

The conclusion
By the mid-1920s American whaling
ultimately stopped completely and it
ended in the Atlantic as it had begun.
Much of the success of the industry
was enabled by the presence of North
Atlantic island ports convenient to the
whaling grounds and their people who
were willing to go whaling on board
of American vessels. The presence of
the industry for such a long time, over
one hundred and fifty years, had ramifications, however. Azorean and Cape
Verdean people transplanted themselves to North America as a result of

the geographical limitations of their
homelands, the perception of greater
opportunity in the United States and
the presence of an easy means of
transportation frequently at hand.
For the islanders of the Azores their
pleasant and stable homeland served
as a strong platform to embark upon
whaling as a commercial endeavor.
For Caribbean islanders whaling was
a chance for a seasonal job, a means
to local economic stability and for the
Bequia islanders a hunting technique
to help provide food. For Americans,
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these islanders’ original facility as
cheap labor soon became a transforming factor. The local New England demographic and the influx of
the islanders permanently amended
the primarily Western European base
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of the erstwhile colonial ports of New
Bedford, New London, Edgartown
and Provincetown turning them into
the diverse and dynamic seaports that
they are today.
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